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Abstract—The purpose of the article is to outline the futuristic
vision of Industry 4.0 in intra-logistics by creating a hybrid
network for research and technologies thereby providing a
detailed account on the research centre, available technologies
and their possibilities for collaboration. Scientific challenges in
the field of Industry 4.0 and intra-logistics are identified due
to the new form of interaction between humans and machines.
This kind of collaboration provides new possibilities of materials
handling that can be developed with the support of real-time
motion data tracking and virtual reality systems. These services
will be provided by a new research centre for flexible humanmachine cooperation networks in Dortmund. By the use of various reference and experiment systems various real-time scenarios
can be emulated including digital twin simulation concepts. Big
data emerges as an important paradigm in this research project
where all systems are made flexible in terms of networking for all
the systems to consume the data produced and also to combine
all the data to arrive at new insights using concepts from machine
learning and deep learning networks. This leads to the challenge
of finding a common syntax for inter-operating systems. This
paper describes the design and deployment strategies of research
centre with the possibilities and the design insights for a futuristic
Industry 4.0 material handling facility.

I. I NTRODUCTION
OR MANY YEARS, scientists focus on the new change
of paradigm in the organisation and management of the
whole value-added chain and the impact on the economy
and society which are caused by Industry 4.0. With Industry
4.0, the technologies, services and methods used in industrial
production and logistics are changing. Dynamic, real-time and
self-organising value-added networks emerge, based on the
availability of the relevant information in real-time through
the networking of all parties involved in the entire valueadded process and the interconnection of objects, humans and
systems [1]
The technological base for the Industry 4.0 is formed by
data networked production facilities, products and materials as
well as transport technologies, which are equipped with sensors and decentralised IT intelligence. These intelligent cyberphysical systems (CPS), which are connected over the Internet,
are able to autonomously organise, control and adapt the
sequence of value-added processes and the corresponding logistical functions to external requirements. The current "tech-
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nology push" in the design and introduction of autonomous
CPS-based production systems, advancing digitisation, and
automation lead to the development of new forms of services
and work organisation [2]. This new forms of services with
collaborative machines can be simulated to an extent but can
only be understood deeply with a level of trust for adoption
into industry when demonstrators are developed.
Thus, the change driven by Industry 4.0 is not predetermined, but can be shaped [2][3]. In addition to the question
about the organisation of responsible and goal-oriented action
in the human-machine interaction (HMI), there should be
a need-oriented debate on the topic of hybrid services. A
key factor for the successful transition to Industry 4.0 is the
physical implementation of demonstrators and the execution
of experiments in a realistic intra-logistics environment. This
article describes one such demonstrator where experiments for
scenarios of Industry 4.0 can be conducted. The requirements
for such a research centre is discussed in section 2 giving a
detailed account on conceptual description and the scientific
objectives followed by surveying existing research centres in
section 3. Section 4 describes all the systems that are deployed
in the research centre with information about their flexibility
and interoperability. Section 5 concludes the article with the
summary of the systems deployed with the direct research
goals arising because of the interoperability and collaboration
of the systems.
II. C ONCEPTUAL DESCRIPTION AND SCIENTIFIC
OBJECTIVE

In order to cope up with the dynamics and complexity
increase and thus not to lose the competitive connection,
companies have to increase the adaptability of their processes
and business models [4]. It is necessary to generate adaptation measures that combine the advantages of technological
innovations as well as human skills. In order to analyse
and evaluate the efficiency potential of the emerging sociotechnical systems, in Dortmund an interdisciplinary research
project is initiated that is funded by the German Federal
Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) and entitled as
"Innovationslabor - Hybride Dienstleistungen in der Logistik"
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render of the research is shown in fig 1.
III. S URVEY OF RESEARCH CENTRES

Fig. 1. Structural insight into the research centre

[5]. Decentralisation, networking and localisation form the
three basic pillars of an efficient hybrid work environment.
With these three pillars a lot of other virtual elements can be
included in the research focus such as creating a digital twin
[6].
This novel form of an interdisciplinary and cross-process research environment is intended to contribute, amongst others,
to answer the following central scientific questions:
• Through the emergence of hybrid cooperation networks
(HCN), in which humans and machines support and
complement each other in a common work space, the
question arises of how responsible, secure and purposive
action can be designed and organised in the future HMI.
• On the one hand, the continuously increasing amount
and complexity of data in the field of intra-logistics
can lead to an additional burden on employees; e.g. in
the form of demotivation or excessive demand. On the
other hand, the available data can improve, among other
things, the quality of employee decisions. Therefore it is
essential to answer the question how the innate abilities
of employees (such as creativity, motor skills, experience,
intuition) can optimally be combined with the abilities of
technical (assistance-) systems (e.g. for data evaluation
or information visualisation).
• In answer to the research question how technical systems
can perceive, analyse and evaluate their environment
more intelligently, e.g. by means of big-data analysis or
machine intelligence techniques, a contribution is to be
made to increase their adaptability and their ability to
interact with humans.
• The increasing networking and decentralised control of
the entities in a HCN lead to the fact that the amount of
data to be processed increases by a factor of 1000 per
decade [7]. From this, the question of how the emerging
data volume can be transmitted securely, wirelessly and
in a system guaranteed time.
For research, to develop scenarios, use cases and experimental
situations the research centre is furnished with flexible reference and experiment systems and their interoperability which
is described in the following chapters with a survey of research
centres that are used for deriving system requirements. A 3D

This section surveys existing systems in various research
domains and to arrive at the system requirements for the
research centre. As stated in conceptual description of the
research centre, it is important to focus on localisation and
navigation systems for the future logistics facilities. From the
systems [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16] and
the publications using these systems, it is clear to use an
optical localisation system that is capable to provide location
data of objects in real time in 3D. From [12] and [13], it
is clear to understand the communication characteristics of
various wireless communicating entities is important. Due to
the amount of usable data that can be gathered from radio
communication and to acquire the data and process this data
on the radio system, a radio reference system is proposed
in the requirements of the research centre which is capable
of multi-standard baseband processing [14]. These reference
systems should run synchronised with the ability to acquire
data from all the available systems. The requirements from the
reference are gathered from these existing research centres and
with the experiment systems being generated from a futuristic
Industry 4.0 warehouse where a strong HMI takes place with
IoT systems playing an important role in coordinating the
logistics processes.
IV. R EFERENCE AND E XPERIMENT S YSTEMS IN THE
R ESEARCH C ENTRE
A. Reference systems
1) Optical reference system: The motion tracking system
is the north star for the research centre which is a real-time
localisation system (RTLS). The RTLS system requires small
markers to be attached to the objects that are being tracked
and with a very minimum calibration effort, the objects can
be tracked using the Tracker software provided by the camera
manufacturer. This system is a reference system for providing
location of the objects in a precision of less than half a meter
guaranteed by the software with a limitation of 1 camera
having direct line of sight of at least three markers attached
to the object after calibration. There are 38 cameras over
an area of 570 sq. m to track and localise all the objects
i.e. markers within the area. The software also guarantees a
maximum computation time for estimating the location in the
3D space which is less than a second. The software exposes
application programming interface (API) that can be used as
both query on demand or to have a stream of all the objects
that are being tracked. Each tracker can be labelled in the
software to get the data labelled accordingly when consumed
by another application, this provides context to other interoperating systems.
2) Radio reference system: A network of Software defined
radios (SDR) equipped with an array of antennas is used for
sensing, tracking and to analyse the wireless communication
within the hall. All communicating devices within the range of
DC to 6 GHz can be covered with each SDR. The bandwidth is
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up to 120 MHz. Each SDR has a clock synchronisation signal
which enables all the SDR to have the same clock frequency
that algorithms like time-of-flight or time-difference-of-arrival
can be performed in this network of SDRs and also with the
experimental systems which have low cost transceivers that are
not capable of doing such baseband computation. Since ultralow power, low data rate wireless transceivers do not allow
such flexibility, these devices help in analysing, developing
and to benchmark various wireless protocols, localisation or
proximity algorithms.
3) Laser projection system: A visual system to create
virtual objects and to represent temporary markings within the
research area is created using a laser projection system. This
system is formulated as a augmented reality system with a
laser projection system software that can be controlled using
a user program to create visual representations by focusing
fast moving laser with a distance of 1 to 8 meters. The laser
projection system can be used as a guidance system for robots
or to simulate augmented reality systems, for example, a traffic
visualisation with virtual elements taking part in the simulation
with physically moving robots.
4) Virtual reality system: To facilitate concepts such as digital twin, to extend a logistics facility in a physical dimension
inside the virtual world and to simulate virtual components in
a simulation and to quickly understand the implications of a
scenario a virtual reality wall with millimetre precise markings
are printed in a roll shutter of dimensions 200 sq. m which can
be folded when not required for the experiment. The markings
are used as reference markers for the virtual reality device
camera to estimate the position, orientation and geometrically
represent objects in the virtual world in correspondence to the
physical world.
B. Experiment systems
1) Robot systems: Mobile robot swarms and drone swarms
complement to the complexity of diverse machines that will be
put to use in an Industry 4.0 materials handling facility. These
systems will be used for performing distinct experiments at
scale that intrinsically provides a faster way to adapt in the
industry. Therefore, industrial systems and research platforms
that can mimic a materials handling facility is deployed
using mobile racks with robots fitted with lifts that can carry
the racks from point A to point B. These robots also have
automatic charging stations which provide another dimension
of resource planning into the process with limited number
of available stations to charge. Drones are currently used in
industry for inventory management and transport of valuable
items in terms of money or for the process. Therefore, drones
that are programmable used as research platforms are deployed
which can perform tasks in coordination with humans and
other machines within the facility.
2) LR-WPAN and other wireless networks: Wireless sensor
networks (WSN) are a derived terminology of Internet of
Things (IoT) which targets a specific kind of IoT devices
that are low power, low data rate devices that are used for
sensing physical parameters. This has been standardised as low

rate wireless personal area network (LR-WPAN) in the IEEE
Standard. In a materials handling facility, there has been a lot
of penetration of such devices that ease out the complexity
of processes by providing functionality. Moreover, the data
recorded during these operations are accurate without human
error and are available real-time that they could be reliably
used for predicting and forecasting the processes they are used
in. A wireless sensor network with 550 nodes is deployed
under the floor, 1 meter apart, across the research centre.
Each sensor node is capable of communicating wirelessly in
868 MHz and 2.4 GHz frequency bandwidth in compliance
with IEEE 802.15.4 PHY and MAC [14], [17]. Devices are
connected to a bus that is used for programming, providing
energy for their operation and to reset them individually. Each
of the lines with 15 sensor nodes are connected to a computer
that can be reprogrammed.
3) Networked computational system: The future of an Industry 4.0 material handling facility will highly rely on the
data because of the autonomy of the elements. It does not only
depend on the large amount of data that is produced, but also
on the metadata that is being generated which gives context to
the data and also the availability of the data within the system.
To provide context and to provide the data to other systems
as it is available, a networked computer with high bandwidth
network controller is used for concurrent network connections.

C. Systems Interoperability
The networked computational system is connected to the
synchronisation clock signal from the radio reference system.
The motion capturing system is also connected to the same
clock signal. Since it is not possible for each cameras to
synchronise its frames before post-processed in the tracker
software, the data streamed from the SDK is timestamped
with the system time in ticks of the synchronisation clock. The
networked computer will consume all the data using various
network communication standards. This data is then available
as the latest data set of all existing systems in TCP/IP to be
consumed by all other systems within the field. For example,
the RTLS system data as latest received by the computer from
the tracker will be made available for sensors and robots to
be used in their individual planning algorithms.
Since, each system communicates with its own standards,
the challenges for such a system lies in finding a common
syntax for inter-operating systems which also provides guarantees for the time at which the data is available. Fig 2.
shows all the reference systems and experiment systems that
are connected in a network. This challenge also addresses
the scenario of autonomous industrial systems collaborating
within each other to complete a task or a job in a materials
handling facility. A system bus with systems communication
paradigms or a middleware software that converts different
data sources and communication standards in a harmonised
way will be a challenge while implementing the research
centre and also in a real-time industrial use case.
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